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What we leave for another talk

NLP integration with OpenSearch

● the Neural Search plugin
● …

NLP and Solr

● Apache OpenNLP integration
● Machine Learning in Solr
● …



Credits for the initial presentation (in French)
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How did we get this far?





 YES,BUT CAN IT RUN MINECRAFT?





NLP and Search

NLP and Search: a long story…

● Search queries are originally expressed in natural language
● Search systems need to interpret natural language

NLP has always been around:

● Analyzers (tokenizers, stemmers, synonyms…) 
● Inverted index
● Scoring (vector model)

orange juice

When is the next 
school vacation 
in my area?



NLP models and vector search: a paradigm shift
Move beyond text-matching



What NLP ( and vector search ) allows you to do?

● Monitor market trends
● Question answering

● Product similarity search
● Act on customer reviews
● Personalized recommendations 

● Mine maintenance logs 
● Query technicals manuals 

● Identify similar cases
● Find reports of adverse drug effects
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NLP tasks: you know, for search
Extract information: 

● Fill-Mask
● Named Entity Recognition
● Summarization
● Question answering

Classify text:

● Language identification
● Sentiment analysis & Binary Text Classification
● Zero-Shoot Classification

Search and compare text:

- Text embedding
- Text similarity



NLP Tasks
Named Entity Recognition (NER)



NLP Tasks
Sentiment Analysis



NLP Tasks
Zero-shoot Classification
Classifying from previously unseen classes ( labels ) 

Input:

 “I have a problem with my 
iphone that needs to be 
resolved asap!!”

Possible classes

Urgent, phone, ios, 
computer, android, not 
urgent, tablet



NLP Tasks
Summarization



NLP Tasks
Question-answering

Context: 

“The Amazon rainforest, also called Amazon jungle or Amazonia, is a moist 
broadleaf tropical rainforest in the Amazon biome that covers most of the 
Amazon basin of South America. This basin encompasses 7,000,000 km2 
(2,700,000 sq mi), of which 5,500,000 km2 (2,100,000 sq mi) are covered by 
the rainforest. This region includes territory belonging to nine nations and 
3,344 formally acknowledged indigenous territories.”

Question: What other name is used to describe the Amazon rainforest? 
Answer: the Amazon Jungle or Amazonia

Question: How many countries the Amazon forest cover? 
Answer: nine

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropical_and_subtropical_moist_broadleaf_forests
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropical_and_subtropical_moist_broadleaf_forests
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropical_rainforest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_biome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_basin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainforest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_territory_(Brazil)


NLP Task 
Generative Question Answering

Context: 

“The Amazon rainforest, also called Amazon jungle or Amazonia, is a moist broadleaf 
tropical rainforest in the Amazon biome that covers most of the Amazon basin of South 
America. This basin encompasses 7,000,000 km2 (2,700,000 sq mi), of which 5,500,000 
km2 (2,100,000 sq mi) are covered by the rainforest. This region includes territory 
belonging to nine nations and 3,344 formally acknowledged indigenous territories.The 
majority of the forest is contained within Brazil, with 60% of the rainforest, followed by Peru 
with 13%, Colombia with 10%, and with minor amounts in Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, 
Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana. ”

Question: How many countries the Amazon forest cover? 
Answer: The Amazon rainforest covers 9 countries. It covers parts of the following countries: Bolivia, 

Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, French Guiana, Suriname and Venezuela. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropical_and_subtropical_moist_broadleaf_forests
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropical_rainforest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_biome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_basin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainforest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_territory_(Brazil)




Model preparation & upload 

$ eland_import_hub_model 
<authentication> \ 
  --url http://localhost:9200/ \ 
  --hub-model-id 
elastic/distilbert-base-cased-finetuned 
  --task-type ner \ 
  --start
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Pre-trained m
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Model management and allocation



Inference at ingest

Enriched document:

Document:



0.0167327
…

0.3458967
…

0.0547893
…

0.0324981
…

0.0135497
…

0.0216549
…

Inference API
With NLP model

Vector representation of query 
(Embedding)

QUERY

How to find anomalies

Inference
Ingest

Pipeline
With NLP 

model Blogs-with-embeddings

Blogs index

kNN
Give me the 5 
closest matching 
vectors to my 
query

2 Create inference 
pipeline 3 Define  index mapping with 

dense vector field 4 Re-index, adding 
embeddings

1 Vectorize query

Find nearest neighbors 
to query

1 Set up Elastic cluster 
with data and ML nodes

Vectorize data (prep):

On the Search Front end: 2

Blogs-with-embeddings

Workflow semantic search



Workflow for semantic search - home made

Vectorize data (preparation)

[1.2,-0.5,0.9,-1,...]
[1.2,-0.5,0.9,-1,...]

[1.2,-0.5,0.9,-1,...]
[1.2,-0.5,0.9,-1,...]

[1.2,-0.5,0.9,-1,...]

[1.2,-0.5,0.9,-1,...]

Documents with embedding

search query [1.2,-0.5,0.9,-1,...]

Search



all.site: your collaborative search engine

www.interstellar.com

video source

other sources
admin

followers

Collaborative, as Wikipedia

Community driven, as GitHub

Relevant, as Reddit



Question answering workflow

passages

question

context

crawler

pages

text extraction



Question answering implementation in real life



Question answering use case
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Language classification
and overview of Trained Model interface

We can test our model directly into the Trained Model interface of Kibana



Named Entity Recognition: preparation

1. Creating an ingest pipeline
a. Using the model_id of the previously 

imported model for named entity 
recognition

b. Definition of the source field for the 
inference

c. Definition of the destination field

2.       Ingest through the pipeline you created



Named Entity Recognition: showing results 

Entity View with class name, probability 
and offset - useful for faceting

Full predicted value: different entities have been correctly identified



Question answering
1. Using the _infer endpoint to 

infer an answer given a 
context (which can be a 
searched document, an 
extract of text, …) and a 
question

2. Result showing:
a. answer
b. offset
c. probability prediction 



Vector Similarity - the journey
Brute force vector similarity GA in 7.3

- Works great when filtering or reranking top
- Query latency on very large indices

HNSW & KNN, in 8.0

- Bartering a little accuracy for a lot of scalability
- Better query latency on large scale indices



Vector search: indexation

2.     Creating an ingest pipeline
a. Using the model_id of the 

previously imported model 
for vector embedding

b. Definition of the destination 
field

c. Definition of the source field 
for the inference

3.      Reindex using the pipeline

1. Creating the destination index 
a. Use dense_vector type for 

the field that will contain the 
vector 

b. Remember to set index 
parameter to true

c. Define a similarity algorithm 



Vector search: the old fashioned brute-force



Vector search: _search endpoint and approximate-knn

a. The name of the vector field to search against. Must be a 
dense_vector field with indexing enabled.

b. Query vector. Must have the same number of dimensions as 
the vector field you are searching against.

c. Number of nearest neighbors to return as top hits. 
d. The number of nearest neighbor candidates to consider per 

shard. 

The vector has to be calculated elsewhere, using the _infer 
endpoint

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/8.6/dense-vector.html#index-vectors-knn-search


Vector search: query_vector_builder feature
● Available starting Elastic 8.7 
● Text embedding directly in the 

query:
○ Model_id to specify the model 

to use 
○ Model_text to indicate the text 

to embed 
● No need to calculate the query 

vector elsewhere 



Vector search: combining keyword and vector search

Query: using both match and knn

Result of our query



How about you, what do you prefer?

VS



Conclusion

We now have access to a new range of tools

● Enlarge the search horizon ( multimodal, multilingual )
● BM25 is still in the game ( benchmark approves )
● Enrich your data 
● Evaluate the impact on relevance
● Always track and measure relevance !



Some references
Relevant Search by Doug Turnbull and John 
Berryman- Publisher(s): Manning Publications

AI powered Search by Trey Grainger, Doug Turnbull, 
Max Irwin  Publisher(s): Manning Publications 
MEAP

Adelean Blog: 
https://www.adelean.com/en/blog/20230401_nlp_for_search/

Elastic Blog: 
https://www.elastic.co/blog/how-to-deploy-natural-language
-processing-nlp-getting-started

https://www.adelean.com/blog/20220927_haystack_eu_2022_berlin/
https://www.adelean.com/blog/20220927_haystack_eu_2022_berlin/


Thank you! 


